Motion of a Viscoelastic Micellar Fluid around a Cylinder: Flow and Fracture
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We present an experimental study of the motion of a viscoelastic micellar fluid around a moving cylinder, which ranges from fluidlike flow to solidlike tearing and fracture, depending on the cylinder radius and velocity. The observation of crack propagation driven by the cylinder indicates an extremely low tear strength, approximately equal to the steady state surface tension of the fluid. At the highest speeds a driven crack is observed in front of the cylinder, propagating with a fluctuating speed equal on average to the cylinder speed, here as low as 5% of the elastic wave speed.
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By definition, the primary difference between a solid and a fluid is that the former resists an applied force by undergoing a finite deformation while the latter flows, or deforms, continually. Viscoelastic materials combine these aspects in their linear response, either as a viscous, lossy solid or as an elastic fluid [1]. A solid will fail under a large enough force via different mechanisms such as crack formation and propagation (fracture) [2–4]. When viscoelastic materials fail, relaxation processes play a more prominent role, and the dynamics of the failure mechanisms are altered [5–8]. Studying fracture in soft materials holds the benefit of much lower sound speeds, which leads to slower and more accessible crack dynamics [9,10]. Here we focus on the transition to solidlike failure in a concentrated viscoelastic micellar fluid: how do different failure modes arise from the fluidlike dynamics at slower time scales and lower forces?

Viscoelastic micellar fluids are comprised of self-assembling surfactant aggregates and are interesting as soft materials due to the substitution of hydrophobic “bonds” for covalent ones in their material properties, a similarity they share with biological membranes [11]. At high concentrations these fluids can be gel-like, although they still flow under small stress, due to the presence of micellar junctions instead of the chemical cross-links of a polymer gel [12,13]. There are a variety of morphologies of these surfactant systems, including onion phases [14], myelins [15], and wormlike micellar fluids; the latter are known for novel rheological behavior [1,16–18] and hydrodynamic instabilities [17,19], but to our knowledge there has been no study of crack propagation. However in a recent experiment on sphere impact into a micellar fluid, a transition from smooth to fractured cavity surface was observed [20], which motivated this study.

In this Letter we present an experiment in which a cylinder is pulled through a shallow layer of viscoelastic micellar fluid, passing from the flowing response of a fluid to the tearing of a solid as the speed of the cylinder is increased. At the highest speeds we observe an unsteady leading crack ahead of the cylinder followed by a ripped-up wake (Fig. 1). In contrast to a cross-linked polymer gel, this material is “self-healing,” and the torn surface returns to a smooth, flat state after a few hours. Similar transitions from smooth shapes to driven crack propagation were observed in Saffman-Taylor fingering of associating polymer fluids [21] and colloidal pastes [22].

The concentrated micellar solution we study is well known as a wormlike micellar fluid at lower concentrations: an aqueous solution of the surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and the organic salt sodium salicylate (NaSal) [1,11,17]. We use 200 mM CTAB and 120 mM NaSal, a system which exhibits both fluid and solidlike behaviors [23]. The CTAB and NaSal (obtained from Aldrich) are dissolved in filtered deionized water without further purification. Each solution is mixed separately at a temperature of ~70 °C [19], then combined and mixed for several hours. The fluid thickens to a gel-like state as it cools, but is poured into the experimental channel or rheometer while still warm (~55 °C); it sits for at least 24 hours before use.

The rheology was measured at a fixed temperature of 22.8 °C with an RFS-III strain rate controlled couette cell rheometer (Rheometric Scientific, now TA Instruments). At low shear rates the flow is Newtonian, with a zero shear viscosity of \( \eta_0 \approx 1670 \text{ P} \). At higher shear rates the fluid shear thins, and the stress reaches a roughly constant plateau, as is often seen in wormlike micellar fluids.
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We observe three distinct dynamic responses depending on the size $d$ and speed $U_0$ of the cylinder, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the flow state, the material smoothly moves around the cylinder and recombines behind it leaving a creased wake, but no trapped air bubbles. At higher speeds, a smooth cavity appears just behind the cylinder, a phenomenon also seen in viscous Newtonian fluids [23]; the material still flows smoothly. In the cut state, the material still appears to flow around the cylinder, but the walls of the cavity are textured. This results in air bubbles trapped as the walls recombine [Fig. 2(b)]. In contrast, the rear state is characterized by lateral splitting of the cavity walls, resulting in large tears with a characteristic fin shape (Fig. 2). In Fig. 3 we show the material response for various cylinder velocities and diameters ($H = 2.0$ cm). For a large enough cylinder, the transition is directly from flow to tear.

The tearing shape (left panel of Fig. 4) occurs because the crack propagates initially perpendicular to the cavity surface, but curves back as the cylinder advances and the tear opens. A similar effect is responsible for the shape observed when a moving cylinder tears through a thin plastic sheet [24,25]. The curves comprising this shape are well fit by cubic arcs $x - x_0 = A y^3$ (right panel of Fig. 4), where $x_0$ is the position directly behind the cylinder, rather than cycloidal arcs [25] or parabolic arcs [26]. For the back (left) side of the tear, the fit parameter $A = 0.011$ mm$^{-2}$ is close to the inverse of the square of the cylinder diameter ($d = 9.5$ mm); this will be investigated in future work.

The transition boundary between flow and cut follows a linear scaling $U_0 \sim d$, equivalent to the critical condition $De = De_c$. Thus the onset of texturing occurs when the material does not have time to relax, i.e., when the flow time scale $d/U_0$ is faster than the relaxation time $\lambda$. From the straight line in Fig. 3 we obtain $De_c \approx 1.1$. The second transition occurs when the velocity of the cylinder is further increased, either from the cutting state, or at larger diameters directly from the flow state (Fig. 3). The higher velocity tearing state is characterized by lateral cracks in

![FIG. 2. Responses of a micellar fluid (200/120 mM CTAB/ NaSal, depth 2.0 cm) to a cylinder moving at speeds: (a) 2.8 mm/s, $d = 3.1$ mm; (b) 9.9 mm/s, $d = 1.8$ mm; (c) 16 mm/s, $d = 7.9$ mm. The view shown is along the cylinder axis.](Image 317x94 to 562x207)

![FIG. 3. The phase diagram for a moving cylinder (speed $U_0$, diameter $d$) in a micellar fluid layer (depth 2.0 cm). The boundaries represent simple scaling relations (see text).](Image 78x589 to 271x745)

![FIG. 4. Detail of the tearing shape, for a $d = 9.5$ mm acrylic cylinder, $U_0 = 77$ mm/s, with two fitted cubic arcs (see text).](Image 78x589 to 271x745)
the sidewalls of the wake [see Figs. 2(b) and 4]. The transition boundary for tearing seems to be hyperbolic ($U_0d \sim \text{const}$), with a fitted constant of $31 \pm 4 \text{ mm}^2/\text{s}$, as shown in Fig. 3.

The tearing regime involves the limited propagation of an apparent crack into the sidewalls of the cavity behind the cylinder. In principle, the scaling of the transition boundary should be obtainable by extending the classic analysis [3] to the viscoelastic case. However, the theory of cracks in highly viscoelastic materials is far from complete [27], and there are many ways to extend the elastic case using various viscoelastic models (see, e.g., [28]). Here we provide a simple scaling argument which reproduces our observations. A surface will rupture when a tangentially directed line force $F_1$ exceeds a critical value $\Gamma_{\text{crit}}$, sometimes referred to as the tear strength [3,10] (we will assume that this is a constant for our system). In our experiment the cylinder speed $U_0$ is fixed, so we obtain an effective force using the approach of Saint-Venant [29,30]: we treat the resistance to the moving cylinder as that of an elastic solid exerting a force $F \sim EAU_0/c$, where $E$ is Young’s modulus, $A = Hd$ is the projected cross-sectional area in the direction of motion, and $c = \sqrt{E/\rho}$ is the longitudinal wave speed [29]. The condition for surface rupture (tearing) then occurs for a cylinder such that $F$ exceeds $\Gamma_{\text{crit}}H$, or

$$\frac{EU_0d}{c} > \Gamma_{\text{crit}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

This leads to the hyperbolic boundary shown in Fig. 3.

Combining the measured phase diagram with Eq. (1) allows us to estimate the tear strength of our micellar material. We obtain the Young’s modulus from our rheology: $E = 3G_0 \approx 570 \text{ Pa}$ (assuming the incompressible Poisson ratio $1/2$), thus $\Gamma_{\text{crit}} \approx 25 \pm 3 \text{ mN/m}$. This is significantly lower than typical tear strengths for elastomer gels (e.g., $\sim 10 \text{ N/m}$ [10,31]), although it is close to some measured values for the surface free energy of soft materials like polydimethylsiloxane [32]. It is also not far from typical equilibrium surface tensions measured for wormlike micellar fluids: 30–36 mN/m [20,33]. Theoretically, the tear strength can be decomposed into surface energy and dissipative contributions [8,31], and the high tear strength of certain viscoelastic gels is attributed to a high dissipation [8,31]. While it is not unusual for a soft solid to have a surface free energy equal to its surface tension [32] (both defined as the energy required to make new surface area), a measured tear strength so close to the surface tension suggests that dissipation processes are negligible for these slow curving cracks.

At high speeds in the tearing regime, a crack is observed in front of the cylinder, see Fig. 5(a). This leading crack is unsteady, swaying side to side, sometimes losing out to another crack. Oscillations in both the transverse ($Y$) and longitudinal ($X$) directions [Fig. 5(b)] are like the dynamics of cracks driven in similar experiments using Mylar sheets [24,25]. The tip we observe has a wedge shape with an opening angle $\sim 100^\circ$ similar to those seen in rubber [34], characteristic of soft materials where a large deformation is needed to achieve the stress levels for propagation [35]. However, these cracks are not driven by remote loading as in Mode I crack propagation [2,3], but by local contact with the moving cylinder. Thus the crack speed follows the cylinder speed $U_0$; for our material $c \approx 72 \text{ cm/s}$, and $U_0/c \approx 0.05$. A similar slow driven fracture was seen in peeling experiments on gels [10].

Wormlike micellar fluids exhibit a strong flow birefringence so that when viewed through cross polarizers, the stress field can be readily visualized [19,36]. In a birefringent image, monochromatic fringes represent isolines for the stress field, and the spacing is proportional to the stress intensity. For the experiments reported here we find a characteristic dipole pattern around the cylinder, with an asymmetry due to stress relaxation in the wake [23]. The fringes are most closely spaced at the sides of the cylinder, where the shear is maximum; this is also where the cutting instability begins [23]. Surface interactions may also play a role in this transition, analogous to the sharkskin instability in polymer melt extrusion [37].

Cutting is, however, not usually done with a cylinder. We expected a rod with sharper corners—something like a knife—would focus stress at its sharp front edge and cut more directly. Thus we were surprised to find, in a series of similar experiments with a square bar, that high stress began at the side corners and formed a detached stress boundary layer which traveled ahead of the square (Fig. 6 for side length $s = 12.5 \text{ mm}$, $U_0 = 2 \text{ mm/s}$, $De \approx 0.18$). The square cut more efficiently in the sense that all instabilities (cut/tear) occurred at higher speeds than the cylinder, much like opening an envelope with a finger leaves ragged edges (tearing) while a letter opener at the same
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FIG. 5. (a) Oscillating crack preceding the cylinder ($d = 9.5 \text{ mm}$, $U_0 = 26 \text{ mm/s}$), with (b) a plot of the horizontal ($X$) and vertical ($Y$) positions of the crack tip (origin arbitrary). The solid lines are splines to guide the eye.
speed leaves a cleaner edge [25]. An understanding of these differences remains for a future work.

We have observed transitions from flow to solidlike tearing and fracture in a single material: a concentrated micellar fluid. Comprised of surfactant aggregates weakly held together by the hydrophobic effect [11], this soft material sits at the limit of weak resistance to tear, with a measured tear strength approximately equal to the surface tension. At the highest speeds a crack appears in front of the moving cylinder, propagating with the same speed $U_0$ unlike a brittle crack driven by remote loading. One could expect a qualitative change in these dynamics as $U_0$ increases towards some natural speed threshold of the material, perhaps the elastic wave speed. Here we have shown that—from slow crack propagation to tearing and “self-healing”—concentrated micellar materials exemplify the complexity of soft matter systems, demonstrating the variety of dynamics possible in a simple combination of surfactant, salt, and water.
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